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ABSTRACT 
If the image of a linear transformation is always linearly dependent on the images 
of certain n other linear transformations, are the transformations themselves linearly 
dependent? The paper develop general methods for answering this question and 
applies them to obtain a complete characterization if n = 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V and W be vector spaces of dimensions m and m’ respectively over 
a field F. Suppose that T,, T,, T,, . . . , T, are linear transformations from V 
into W. Of course, if T, is a linear combination of the Tj, j = 1,2,. . . , n, the 
same is true of the images Toa, Tja for every vector a E V. In this note, we 
consider the converse question: Suppose, for each (Y E V, that scalars xi(~) 
exist such that 
T,a = r,T,a + x,Tza + - * * + x,T,a. 0) 
Does this imply that T, is linearly dependent on T,, T,, . . . , T,? 
This paper develops methods for investigating the general case. In Section 
2, the matrices Fi and vectors ~~ are defined which play a basic role 
throughout the paper. Then a useful equivalent to (1) is given in Theorem 1. 
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One of the main results is Theorem 2, which states necessary and sufficient 
conditions (in terms of Fi and K~) under which (1) implies the linear 
dependence of To on T,, T,, . . . , Tn. In Section 3, Theorem 1 is utilized to 
obtain Theorem 3, which gives still another condition equivalent to (1). The 
advantage of this theorem is that it offers the means to relate the topic under 
consideration to classical eigenvalue problems and techniques. 
However before this application can be made, the totality of n x m 
matrices F, must be transformed into a standard form in which they all have 
simplified structures. This is accomplished by means of a sequence of 
equivalence transformations in Section 4. ‘The results of this section are 
summarized in Theorem 5 and Theorem 6. By means of Theorem 6, the 
system of equations under consideration is simplified in structure and also 
becomes amenable to investigation by eigenvalue techniques. Section 5 
contains the proof of Theorem 7, which is another principal result of the 
paper. It states that if all eigenvalues of any matrix of a certain set of matrices 
associated with the F, are distinct, then To is linearly dependent on 
T,,T,,..., Tn. The proof depends on the transformed matrices of Section 4, as 
well as Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. 
Theorem 7 leads to the conclusion that, in general, linear dependence of 
images implies linear dependence of transformations. Section 6 applies the 
preceding results to give a complete discussion of the case n = 2. In the 
course of this development, the only exception (with n = 2) to the first 
statement of this paragraph is determined and exhibited in closed form. 
2. A CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTY OF LINEARLY 
DEPENDENT TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section, the matrices F, and vectors ~~ are defined, which have a 
basic role throughout the paper. A useful equivalent to (1) is given in 
Theorem 1, and a necessary and sufficient condition for (1) to imply the 
linear dependence of To on T,, T,, . . . , T, is stated in Theorem 2. 
Let A,, Aj, j = 1,2 ,..., n, be the rn’~ m matrices of >0, Tj, respectively, 
relative to a pair of ordered bases for V and W, and let (Y be any vector in V. 
Then (1) is equivalent to 
Aao= i xj(o)Ajcu (2) 
j=l 
for all (Y. 
Suppose that the column vectors of A,, A,, . . . , A,, have a basis of s 
vectors Xi, X2,..., X,. Then, writing A j,h for column h of A j, there are 
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scalars Aj, ,, such that 
Aj,h= i .fij,h’i* j = 1,2 ,...,n, h=1,2 ,..., m. 
i=l 
Let ‘pii be the m-vector 
It follows that 
Aj= i Xi’pij, j = 1,2 ,*..> n. 
i=l 
(3) 
(4) 
Define the distribution matrix Fi as 
Fi is an n x m matrix which describes the distribution of hi among the 
columns of the Aj. Also write the vector x and the s vectors rci as 
x=(xl,xz,..., X”L Ki = (k,r, ki, ,...) k,“), i = 1,2 )...) s, (6) 
where the ki j are constants defined immediately below. In the sequel, we 
shall show that, similarly to (4), 
A, = i: Xi’piO. (7) 
i=l 
Furthermore, constants kij exist such that the vectors vi0 obey the relation 
‘pi0 = e kijpij = K~F~, i = 1,2 ,...,s. (8) 
j - 1 
The validity of (7) and (8) is established during the proof of the theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. The linear dependence conditions (2) are equivalent to the 
consistency of the equutions 
XFicY = KiFja, i = 1,2 ,..., s, (9) 
for each a E V. 
Proof. We observe that this theorem states that the truth of (2) does not 
depend on the column basis vectors Ai, but only on how these vectors are 
distributed in the matrices A j. The following lemma is useful. 
LEMMA 1. Zf ‘pO, ‘pl ,..., cp, are 1 X m matrices (vectors) and if, for 
every a E V, 
‘PO”= i xj(“)‘Pj”> (10) 
j=l 
then scalars k j, independent of a, exist such that 
cpo= i k.rp.. 
j=l ' ' 
01) 
Proof. If (11) is false, write ‘p. as the sum of a vector in the space 
spanned by the ‘pi and a vector cp’ independent of the ‘pi: 
‘~0 = CkjVj + ‘P’+ 
Let 
F” =F’ [ 1 ‘p’ a 
(12) 
For any vector (Y in the null space of F’, (10) and (12) imply first that 
‘pot = 0 and then ‘p’a = 0. Hence (r is also in the null space of F”. Hence F’ 
and F” have equal rank, which is impossible. This contradiction proves the 
lemma. n 
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Returning to the general case, using (4), Equation (2) may be written as 
A,a = ~Xi~xj’pij~. 
I i 
(13) 
Suppose czr, (~a. . . . , ff m is the standard basis of V. Then, replacing OL by czh in 
(13) and noting (3), 
A o,h=Chi~~j~j,h, h-1,2 ,..., m. 
i i 
Thus the columns of A, are linearly dependent on X,, A,,.. ., X,, so that, as 
in (4), Equation (7) is true. Here the m-vectors ‘pi,, are defined by 
where f&, Ia = X7-l j r (eh)fij, h. The independence of the Ai together with 
(13) and (7) yield 
” 
‘PiOff = Cxj’Pij”7 i=1,2 s. ,..*, 
Then Lemma 1 establishes that constants ki j exist such that (8) is true. 
Here the kij are the constants in (6), and the last equations of (8) are 
obtained from (5) and (6). It follows from the independence of the Xi that 
(4), (7), and (8) show that (2) implies (9). 
If we write (9) as 
C~jqij”= Ckij’Pij”> 
i i 
premultiply each side by Xi, and sum on i, then defining Aj, A, by (4) (7) 
(8), we obtain (2). Note that the solution xi, x2,. . ., xn of (9) provides the 
multipliers in (2). This completes the proof. m 
i = 1,2 )...) s, 
We assume that the transformation images T,,cr, Tp,. . . , T,a are linearly 
dependent for every (Y E V, as in (l), and investigate the extent to which this 
implies that the transformations To, T,, . . . , T, are dependent. 
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THEOREM 2. Let the matrices A,, Ai, j = 1,2,. . . , n, satisfy (2) for 
every a E V. Then constants cl, c2,. . . , c, exist such that 
A, = i ciAi (14) 
j=l 
if and only if the distribution matrices Fi satisfy 
(Q - K,)& = 0, h=1,2 ,..., s-l. (15) 
Proof. The vectors K,,, K, in (15) are defined in (8). Now suppose that 
(14) is true. If we again write A j in the form (4), we find that (14) implies 
A, = ChiCCj’Pij* 
i j 
Hence A, may be written as in (7) where, analogous to (8), 
‘pi0 = Ccjqij = YFi > i = 1,2 ,...>s, 
where y=(c,,c,,..., c,). We observe that the vector ‘pi0 is uniquely deter- 
mined by A,, A,, X,,. . . , h, but that (8) determines ~~ only up to an additive 
vector li whose transpose is in the null space of F/; that is, F,‘c,t = 0. 
Comparison of (8) and (16) shows that one acceptable choice for the K, is 
Ki = y, i = 1,2,. . . , s, proving (15). 
Conversely, assume that the equations (15) are true. Then, from (8) and 
(15), 
‘pi0 = KsFi 9 i=1,2 s. ,...> 
Applying these equations to (7), 
A, = CX,K~F, = ~Xi~ksjcpij = ~k,j~Xi~ij. 
1 i i j i 
Comparison with (4) yields (14) with cj = kSj. 
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3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF LINEARLY DEPENDENT IMAGES 
The tentative hypothesis that (2) implies (14) is false. That there are 
exceptions can be verified even for the simple case n = m = m’ = 2. An 
example is 
It is found that the coefficient determinant for (2) [or (9)] in these elementary 
exceptions has a double zero. This fact suggests that multiple eigenvalues 
play a role in these exceptional cases. In this section, the condition of 
consistency for the system (9) is recast into a form that is better adapted to 
eigenvalue techniques [by use of the equations (19)]. An additional benefit is 
that this alternative condition involves [in Equation (20)] the quantities 
(K,, - K~)F,, which are so prominent in Theorem 2. 
Designate the transpose of any matrix by the superscript t. The matrices 
M(a) = 
(Fd’ 
(F2dt 
(F,uY 
, M’(a) = (17) 
are the coefficient matrix and the augmented matrix for the system of 
equations (9). The equations are consistent iff rank M(a) = rank M’(a) for 
each (Y E V. We prove the following alternative condition, which is useful in 
the sequel. 
THEOREM 3. Let 
constants a,,a,,...,a,_,,d; a,EV 
be any set for which 
(18) 
s-l 
c a,,F,,q, = dF,a,. 
h=l 
(19) 
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Then, if (9) are consistent, 
s-1 
c ah(Kh - K,)F,tX, = 0. 
h-l 
(20) 
Conuersely, if for each set (18) for which (19) is true, Equation (20) also 
holds, or if (18) is the empty set, then the equations (9) are consistent. 
Proof. The exceptional role of F, here and in the sequel is a convenience 
of notation. The same role may be played by any Fi. We first prove the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a matrix with row vectors Gi, i = 1,2,. . . , s, and M’ 
an augmented matrix with row vectors ( Jli, I/J:). Zf the ranks of M and M’ are 
equal, then each equation Xi ailC/i = 0, ai constants, always implies Xi ai+; 
= 0. Conuersely, if this implication always hoti, the ranks of M and M’ are 
equal. 
Proof. If the common rank of M and M’ is r, suppose J/i, Jlz,. . . ,I), are 
independent. If $,, is any other row of M, 
where the ahI are constants. Write 
Then it follows that the submatrices of M and M’ consisting of rows 
1,2,..., r, h have ranks r and r + 1 respectively if wh # 0. Hence wh = 0. 
Now suppose 2 a i $i = 0. Then 
a,$,+ ahahl$l 
h=r+l 1 
= c Ial+ c 
I=1 h=r+l 
ahahlj+lv 
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Since the I/J, are independent, 
a, + &hahl= 0, 1=1,2 )...) r. 
h 
Then 
The converse is immediate, since if rank M’ > rank M = r, then certain 
r + 1 row vectors ( qi, #I) of M’ are independent but their curtailed parts lc/i 
must necessarily be dependent. Since this can never happen, the ranks of M 
and M’ are equal. This concludes the proof. n 
Now suppose that (19) is true. Then if the equations (9) are consistent, 
Lemma 2 applied to (17) and (19) leads to the first equation below, which 
may be transformed as indicated: 
s-l s-1 s-l 
c uh~,,FhffO = dK,F,a, = K,dF,cq, = K, c u,F,a, = c u,,~,F,,a,. 
h - 1 h=l h=l 
The equality of the first and last members of this chain is (20). 
Proceeding to the converse statement, suppose that (20) is valid for any 
set (18) which makes (19) true. Then 
s-l s-l s-l 
c u~K~F,,cQ = c UhK,Fh(YO = K, c u,F,,q, = K,dFsaO = dK,FsaO. 
/I - 1 h=l h-l 
The equality of the first and last members of this chain and the converse 
statement of Lemma 2 applied to the matrices (17) prove that the system (9) 
is consistent. Finally, if no sets (18) exist, rank M = s so that rank M’ must 
also equal s, and (9) is consistent. n 
4. THE DISTRIBUTION MATRICES 
In considering systems of equations such as (9) or (19) it is advantageous 
to simplify the n X m matrices Fi. This section strives to accomplish that 
goal. A sequence of equivalence transformations is employed to simultane- 
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ously convert the Fi into the 0: described in Theorem 5. These latter 
matrices have a common fringe of n - 9 rows and m - p columns, all the 
elements of which are zero. To continue the validity of the system of 
equations (9) or (19) in the transformed matrices oi’, the vectors LY, x, K~ are 
changed to p’, y’, yl respectively by the invertible transformations (24). 
Finally, as stated in Theorem 6, it is shown that the system of equations 
remains valid if we delete the zero fringes of the 0; as well as the last m - p 
components of /3’ and last n - 9 components of y’ and y/ to obtain new 
equations in the simpler 9 x p matrices Di, the p-vectors /3 and q-vectors y, 
and yi. Furthermore, the corner matrices (defined below) have a special form 
better adapted to the application of eigenvalue theory. 
The only function of the results of this section is to enable us to replace 
Fi, K~, (Y, x by the simpler, possibly lower dimensional, Di, yi, p, y respec- 
tively. The other quantities defined here are necessary for the proofs, but 
have no further role in the paper except when reconstructing A,, Aj, 
j=1,2 Ye.*> n, from the II,, y, as described in the last paragraph of this 
section. 
We first digress to indicate that the distribution matrices are subject to a 
restriction. 
THEOREM 4. The distribution matrices Fi are linearly independent. 
Proof. Suppose, if possible, that I& c,F, = 0, cs # 0. Then, from (5) 
‘P,~ = - ES,:‘, c~~,,~/c,, j = 1,2,. . . , n. Hence, from (4), 
Thus the column vectors of the Ai have 
contradiction completes the proof. 
j=1,2 ,*..,n. 
a basis of s - 1 vectors. This 
n 
We now obtain simplified forms of the matrices F,. Suppose the totality of 
n X m matrices Fi, i = 1,2,. . . , s, have p independent row vectors and 9 
independent column vectors. Of course, p < m, 9 < n. Also, let F, be a 
matrix whose rank r is not exceeded’ by any other F,. Then r < p, r < 9. 
Let N( F,), Nl be the respective null spaces of F, and of the matrix whose 
rows are the p independent row vectors of the { F, }. Then N( F,) 2 Nl. Let 
‘The assumption that rank F, is maximal is not required in the following discussion, but is 
necessary for Theorem 7. 
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Hi, ZZ,, H, be matrices whose column vectors are a basis for a complemen- 
tary subspace in V of N( F8), for a complementary subspace in N(F,) of 
N,, and for Ni respectively. These matrices are m x r, m x (p - r), and 
m x (m - p) respectively. Form the partitioned matrix H’ = [H, ) H, 1 H3], 
which is m X m and invertible. 
Similarly let N(F,‘), N, be the respective null spaces of the transpose F,’ 
of F, and of the matrix whose rows are the q independent row vectors of the 
{F/ }. Then N(F,‘) 2 N,. Let Gi, G& Gi be matrices whose column vectors 
are a basis for a complementary subspace of N(Fst), for a complementary 
subspace in N(F,“) of N,, and for N, respectively. These matrices are n x r, 
n x (q - T), and tr x (n - q) respectively. Form the partitioned matrix G” = 
[G i ] Gi ] Gi]. The transposed matrix 
Gl 
G’= G, 
[ 1 5 
is n x n and invertible. 
Introduce the notation 
Fi’ = G’F,H’, Fip,, = G,,F,H,, i=1,2 )...) s, /.L=1,2, v=1,2. 
Then the definitions of G’, H’ result in the following partitioned matrix 
structure: 
F,‘= k1 i &], F;=[;; ; i], h=1,2 ,..., s-l. 
Here F,,, is r X r, F,,, is invertible, Fhlz is r X (p - r), Fhzl is (q - r) X r, 
and Fhzz is (q - r) X(p - r). We refer to any F,,, and the analogues below 
as a comer matrix. The Fi’ are n x m matrices. 
We may specialize the structure exhibited in (21) still further, transform- 
ing F,,, into the identity matrix I, and any particular comer matrix FI,, (or 
linear sum I$,-‘a,F,,,) into a canonical form. To accomplish this end, we 
perform a sequence of operations. 
Let 
Fi” = G”Fi’ or F,‘H”, 
26 
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C”= [Ff 1.“_J H”= [Ff z.p_,]. 
Here G” and H” are invertible matrices and I, means the identity matrix of 
order t. Now let Fi “’ = G “‘Fi”H “‘, where 
K 0 
G”’ = o z,_, > 1 1 
and where K is an invertible matrix satisfying the similarity transformation 
KF,;;K-‘= C 
with C a canonical matrix (e.g., diagonal or Jordan form). Then the Fi “’ 
have the same structure as (21), but the comer matrices of F[“’ and FS”’ are 
C and I, respectively. 
We write D: for either Fi’ or F, ‘I’, i = 1,2,. . . , s, and refer to these 
matrices as special distribution matrices. The preceding discussion may be 
summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. The distribution matrices Fi are equivalent to the special 
matrices D/ by the equations 
0; = GF,H, Fi= G-lD;H-l, i=1,2 s. >***, (22) 
The D/ have the partitioned structure 
and any preassigned 
canonical form. 
The assertion that 
linear sum of the corner matrices Dhll may be in 
G and H are invertible is a consequence of 
G = G “‘G”G’, H = H’H ‘I’ or G = G “‘G’, H = H’H”H “’ . 
D;=[$ :;” ;], h=1,2 ,..., s-l, (23) 
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We note that Theorem 4 and (22) imply that the special matrices D{ are 
linearly independent. Also, from (22), the set of D[ have p independent row 
vectors and 4 independent column vectors. 
Introduce vector transformations 
a = H/I’, x = y’G, ~~=yiG, i=I,2 ,..., s, (24) 
where 
P’= (b,, b, >..., b?J, Y'=(Y,?Y,Y.,Y,), Yl=(Cil,Ci2,...,Ci”). 
Then, from (22) and (24), the equations (9) (19) (20) are equivalent to 
identical equations with Fi, (Y, x, ~~ replaced by D[, /3’, y’, y; respectively. 
Furthermore, due to the special structure (23) of the D/, the quantities 
b p+l, bP+2,...,b,,,; Y~+~,Y~+~,...,Y,,; c~(~+~),c~(~+~),...,c~~ do not act-lb 
appear in the products D,‘fi’, y’D,‘, y/D/ respectively. 
Define 
Ds=[; ;I, Dh=[;I;: ;;I, h=1,2 ,..., s-l, (25) 
Here the 0, are 9 X p matrices which are linearly independent. Then 
D$‘= Dip, y’D,’ = yD,, y,‘Di’ = y,Di, i, 1= 1,2 ,..., s, 
if the terminal zero components of the vectors Di;c’, y’D,‘, y/D: are omitted. 
This discussion proves the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6. Any linear homogeneous equation in Fi, Fin, xF,, K,F~, 
xFiq or K,F~ is equivalent to the identical equation in Di, Dip, yD,, y/D,, 
yD,p, or y,D$l respectively. In particular, this applies to Equations (9), 
(19), and (20). 
Now suppose the linearly independent special distribution 9 X p matrices 
Di having a total count of p independent rows and 9 independent columns, 
together with the associated quantities /I, y, yi, obey (9) or, alternatively, 
(20) whenever (19) is true. We describe all matrices A,, A j, j = 1,2,. . . , n, 
satisfying (2) which arise from these Di, yi. 
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We begin by obtaining an alternative expression for A,, A j. Let 
, k=0,1,2 )...) ?a, L= [A, 1 A, 1 0.. 1 As]. (27) 
Here X1,X2,...,Xs is the basis for the column vectors of the A ;. Note that 
the Ek are determined by the 
(7) are equivalent to 
A, = LE,, 
To construct the m’ X m 
Fi, K~ and that the rank of L is s. Then (4) and 
Ai=LEj, j=1,2 ,..,, n. (28) 
matrices A,, A i, proceed as follows: Select 
arbitrary values for m > p and n > q. Augment the Di, i = 1,2,. . , , s, with 
n - q rows and m - p columns all of whose elements are zero to produce 
n X m matrices D/. Also augment the y, with n - q arbitrarily chosen 
additional components to form n-vectors y,‘. Then choose an invertible n x n 
matrix G, an invertible m X m matrix H, and any m’ x s matrix L of rank s. 
Define Fi by (22), ~~ by (24), and then A,, Aj by (27) and (28). The 
distribution matrices F, must satisfy Theorem 1 (or Theorem 3) in accor- 
dance with Theorem 6. Hence A,, Ai obey (2). 
5. AN EIGENVALUE CONDITION FOR LINEARLY 
DEPENDENT TRANSFORMATIONS 
Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3 permit us to give a tentative 
answer to the question: If A,o is linearly dependent on Are, A,a, . . . , A,CX 
for all (Y E V, does this fact imply that A, is linearly dependent on 
A,, A2,..., A,,? According to Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, the dependence of 
A,a upon the Aj~, j = 1,2 ,..., n, leads to the totality of equations (20) for all 
sets (18) for which (19) is true-and no other independent conditions. In 
turn this implies that A, is dependent on the Aj if and only if (15) is a 
consequence of the total system (19) (20). Circumstances in which this is the 
case are given in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let A,, Aj, j =1,2 ,..., n, be matrices over the field C of 
complex numbers which satisfy A,a = CT x j(a)A ja for every (Y E V. Let 
q = r, and for the special corner matrices Dhll, h = 1,2,. . . , s - 1, defined in 
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(23), let constants a,, exist such that the r x r matrix B = xiA1ahDhll has r 
distinct eigenvalues. Then A, = C; ciAi, ci constant. 
Proof. Note that the hypothesis q = r implies that the rank of F, is 
maximal among the ranks of all the Fi. Also, the case r = n is included in the 
present case, since r < q < n. Finally, if real matrices A,, Ai (even with 
complex eigenvalues) satisfy the theorem’s hypothesis, so that the ci of its 
conclusion exist, it is readily seen that there is a set of real ci such that 
A, = CciAi. 
We begin the proof with a lemma suggested by the following circum- 
stances: In the typical eigenvalue problem, one considers equations like 
(P - xZ,)p’ = 0, where P is an r X r matrix. However, in the present 
situation, we deal with equations like (P - XI, 1 Q)fi = 0, where Q is an 
r X (p - r) matrix. The purpose of the lemma is to establish that if the first 
equations have r independent solutions /3’, then the second equations will 
have p independent solutions p. 
Let d be a scalar; let B’, B”, Z,! denote an r X p, matrix, an r X ( p - pl) 
matrix, and the identity matrix I, augmented by pr - r zero columns 
respectively, where r < p, < p; let 
p(h,,h,,...,h,,)‘, pl)=(hpl+l’bP,+2’...‘bp)~’ p= it: 7 
[ 1 
and let e,, e2 ,,..., e,_,, be the standard basis of p - p, dimensional vector 
space. 
LEMMA 3. Zf (B’ - dZ,!)p = 0 has p, independent vectors /I’, then 
(B’ - dZ,! 1 B”)/3 = 0 (29) 
has p independent vectors fl. 
Proof. Let p;, &!,. . . , pi, be the independent solutions hypothecated by 
the lemma. Then the pvectors 
PI 
8=[ 1 I 0 ’ 1=1,2 ,...,p,, 
are solutions of (29). Now suppose that d is chosen so that B’ - dZ,! has 
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rank2 r, and let pi’ = ek, k = 1,2,. . . , p - p,. Then (29) becomes 
(B’- dZi)P'= - B”e,, 
which has solutions for 8’. Let one of these be designated by pi,,,. Then 
p 
k+p, = k = 1,2 ,..., P- P,, 
are solutions of (29) which are independent of each other and the p, vectors 
/I, given above. n 
Returning to Theorem 7, by hypothesis IB - dZ,l = 0 has r unequal roots 
d,, d 2,. . . , d r. Corresponding to these values of d, there are r independent 
eigenvectors /I’ such that 
(30) 
Since r = 9, Di defined by (25) becomes 
Ds=(Zr 1 O>, D,=(Dhll) Dh12), h=1,2 ,..., s-l. 
Hence Lemma 3, applied to B’ = &,a,D,,,, B” = C,a,D,,, leads to the 
conclusion that 
has p independent solutions /3r, fi,.. . , j3,. According to Theorem 6, each 
equation (31) is equivalent to an equation (19), and by Theorem 3 implies the 
equivalent of (20); i.e., 
‘This is always possible for sufficiently great values of d. 
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for p independent vectors /3. Hence there results 
s-1 
c ah(Yh-Yp*=o. 
h 
(32) 
Let B, = B + q,, where 1 equals one of 1,2,. . . , s - 1. If 6 is a 
sufficiently small constant, the roots of IB, - dZ,l = 0 are so close to the roots 
of IB - dZ,l = 0 that they remain distinct. Then the preceding discussion 
establishes that, similar to (32), 
s-l 
1 a,(y,-y,)Dh+S(y,-y,)D,=O, 1=1,2,...,s-1. 
ah 
It follows from these equations and (32) that 
(Yl - Y,P, = 0, z=1,2 ,..., s-l. 
By Theorem 6, these equations are equivalent to (15). Then Theorem 2 
proves that (14) is true. n 
6. EXCEPTIONAL MATRIX SETS 
The preceding section has indicated that in certain circumstances there 
may be exceptions to the statement that linear dependence of the images of 
linear transformations for every vector a E V implies dependence of the 
transformations; i.e., that (2) implies (14). In this section, we determine the 
very simplest of these exceptional matrix sets. 
THEOREM 8. Let matrices A,, Ai, j = 1,2 ,..., n, over C obey AOa = 
C;xj(a)Aja foreveycu~V,andletr=10rn~20rq~2.ThenA0isa 
linear sum of the A, except only for those matrix sets for which q = 2 and the 
special distribution matrices can take the fan 
(33) 
where cl1 = czl, cl2 it cB ifd,#O, andc,,#c,, ifd,=O. 
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Proof. Here cii, cia, czl, css are defined by (24) and (26). In the sequel, 
we refer to any matrix set for which (2) holds but (14) does not as an 
exception. Note that (33) implies that such exceptions arising under cases 
treated in Theorem 8 must also obey r = s = p = 2. The exceptional A,, A j 
are then constructed from D,, D, by the method described at the end of 
Section 4. 
(i) The caSe r = 1. Each of the distribution matrices Fi takes the special 
form 
-filli 
F, = .h?Ji 
I I.1 . , i=1,2 s, ,.a*, ArlSi 
where the Ai are constants and li is an m-dimensional row vector. Since (2) 
is true, the conditions (9) are valid and take the special form 
i f;j(~j-kij)(S;o)=O, i=1,2 ,..., s, (34) 
j=l 
with xi, kij defined by (6). 
If the li are independent, then the determinant l{,Sjl# 0 and CQ exists for 
which lia,=ai, i =1,2 ,..., s, where the a, are arbitrary constants. On the 
other hand, if only a subset { 5;, } are independent while the remaining vectors 
{r are linear sums of the Sk, then the constants uk may be assigned arbitrarily, 
while the a, are respectively similar linear sums of the uk. In either case, a 
vector CX,, exists for which a, # 0, i = 1,2,. . . , s. In this case, the equations 
(34) become 
C&j( Xj - kij) = ‘7 
i 
or XFi = KiFi, i = 1,2 )... , s. A solution x = y, y = (c,, cs,. . . , c,,) of these 
equations, guaranteed by Theorem 1, must be independent of 0~~. This vector 
x is clearly a solution of (9) for all (Y. This same solution also provides the 
coefficients xi in (2) so that A,ol = xy cjA j~ for all (Y E V. Hence (14) is 
true, and there are no exceptions if r = 1. 
(ii) The cuse n Q 2. If n = 1, it follows that r = 1. Then the preceding 
discussion shows that (2) implies (14) if n = 1. 
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If n = 2, then 9 = 1 or 9 = 2, since 9 Q n. But 9 = 1 implies r = 1, which 
yields no exceptions. Thus exceptions with n = 2 can arise only if 9 = 2. 
(iii) The CDSQ 9 = 2. Since r < 9, and the case T = 1 is solved in (i), we 
restrict the present discussion to 9 = r = 2. In accordance with theorem 5, 
obtain the special distribution matrices (25) from the Fi: 
Ds= [I, 1 01, D,= [Dhll) Dhls], h=1,2 ,..., s-l. (35) 
According to Theorem 6, these special matrices and the vectors j3, y, yi 
defined in (26) satisfy equations equivalent to those in Theorems 1 and 3. 
(1) Suppose at least one D, has rank 1. Write this D, as 
d,S 
Dh= d,{ ) 
[ 1 
where { is a pvector and d,, d, are constants, not both zero. Then the 
equivalents of (9) for D, and D, are the lines in y-space 
y,d, + vzd, = do p 
y&l + y,b, = GA + cd,. 
Here d, is a constant independent of j3, and b,, b, are components of p. 
Note that the first line is fixed and that y = y, = (c,i, c,a) is a fixed point on 
the second line for all p. These two equations (as well as those for the 
remaining Dh) must be consistent. If /I # 0 is chosen so that d ,b, - d,b, = 0, 
the two lines are parallel and hence coincide. It follows that y = y, is a point 
on both lines. Therefore, as /_I varies, y = y, must be the intersection of these 
two lines and hence also of the lines corresponding to the remaining Di. 
Returning to the original quantities, the foregoing means that x = K, = 
(k,l, ksp.. ., k,,) is the common fixed solution of the system (9) involving the 
Fi. Then, as at the conclusion of the discussion of case (i) above, (2) implies 
(14). Hence exceptions can only arise if all Di have rank 2. 
(2) Suppose all Di have rank 2 and s > 3. Thus there are at least three 
special matrices Di whose structures are exhibited in (35). We prove that 
there are no exceptions in this case. 
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If D,,, is diagonalizable, it has two independent eigenvectors. It follows 
from Lemma 3 that there are p independent vectors /-l and appropriate 
values of d such that (D, - dD,)B = 0. Then Theorems 3 and 6 prove 
that (yi - y,)DJ? = 0 for each p. Hence (yi - y,)D, = 0, or equivalently, 
(K~ - K~)F, = 0. In a similar manner, it follows that (K~ - K,)F, = 0, 
I=23 , ,..a, s - 1, if D[,, is diagonalizable. As a consequence of Theorem 2, 
at least one of the comer matrices must not be diagonalizable for an 
exception. 
Suppose ITi, is not diagonalizable. Then the special matrices are such 
that 
Now, by Theorem 7, for an exception, B = D,,, + 6Dn, must have a 
multiple eigenvalue for every 8. Thus 
Sd,,+d,-d Sd,, + 1 
%, 6d,+d,-d =’ 
has a double root d for every 6. A routine calculation shows that this occurs 
iff d,, = d,, d,, = 0. 
Thus D1,, has a structure like D,,, and is not diagonalizable, and 
If Dm = 0 and Dl,, = 0, then 
d,,D,-D[+(d,,-d,d,,)D,=O. 
Since this last equation contradicts Theorems 4 and 6, we may assume that 
Dir, + 0. 
Suppose that column k > 2 of D,,, is not zero. By interchanging the roles 
of columns 3 and k (if necessary), we may assume that the nonzero column is 
column 3. Write B’ for the matrix of the first three columns of D,, and B” 
for the matrix of the remaining p - 3 columns and /3i = (b,, b,, bJ. Then 
d,ld j&=‘, 
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with I,’ as in Lemma 3 and e, # 0 or ea # 0, has the following solutions for 
d, PI: 
if e,#O, ea=O, 
d=d,, &= i , 
0 0 
d=d,-1, Pi= 
- el 
0 
1 
if e2 + 0, 
d=d,-1, &= 
. 
Thus there are always three independent vectors /3i which satisfy (36). From 
Lemma 3, 
(D,-dD,)/?= [I?‘-dl,’ 1 Z?“]@O 
must have p independent solutions j3. Then it follows from Theorems 3 and 6 
that (yi - y,)Dij3 = 0 for each p so that (yi - y,)D, = 0, or equivalently, 
( K1 - KS)& = 0. 
Now replace D, by D, + 6D,, I = 2,3,. . . , s - 1, in the development of 
the preceding paragraph. The comer matrix Dir, + 6DI,, is not diagonaliz- 
able, and for sufficiently small 6 we have D,,, + 6Dn2 # 0. Hence we may 
parallel the earlier discussion and prove that 
(K1 - KJ)F, + 8(K[ - K,)F, = 0, 1=2,3 ,..., s-l. 
These equations and the above result for F,, corresponding to 6 = 0, lead to 
(15). It follows from Theorem 2 that if s Z 3, then (2) implies (14). Thus 
exceptions must have s -C 3. 
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(3) Let s < 2. If s = 1, the only distribution matrix is F,. In this case, (9) 
reduces to (X - K~)F,cx = 0. This equation admits a solution, r = K~, which is 
independent of LX. Then A, = C; ksiAi, so no exceptions are possible here. 
If s = 2, there are two special distribution matrices, D, and D,. The 
discussion of the preceding case (2) proved that, for an exception, D,,, 
cannot be diagonalizable and also that D,,, must be zero. Consequently an 
exception can arise only if p = 2 and the special matrices become 
D1=[2 d,] D2=[:, ;I. 
The only relationship equivalent to (19) is 
Then, from theorems 3 and 6, the condition for (2) to be satisfied is that 
(yr - ya)Di&, = 0, which is true without conditions if d, = 0, and requires 
Cl1 = c21 if d, f 0. The condition for (14) to be true is (15), or (yi - y2)D, = 0. 
This results in cri = c2r if d, = 0, and both cii = c2r and cl2 = cZ2 if d, Z 0. 
Hence if cii # c2i, d, = 0 or if cii = c2i, cl2 # c~, d, # 0, then (2) is true 
while (14) is false. This is the only exception which occurs if 9 < 2. W 
We follow the method described at the end of Section 4 to exhibit, for the 
case n = 2, the most general exception in closed form. Augment D,, D, in 
(33) by m - 2 zero columns to form D;, D,‘. Let 
G-‘=(a,,), /~,~=1,2; H-‘=&J, Z,h=1,2 ,...) m, 
be any invertible matrices of order 2 and m respectively, and let L be any 
m' x 2 matrix of rank 2. From (21), construct F,, F,, whose entries, according 
to (3) and (5), are fij,h and fij, ,,, j = 1,2,. . . , m, respectively. Thus we find 
f ll,h = h%l + b2h(d,a,2 + ‘,I), 
fi2,h = hhdla2,+ b2h@+22 + a2,>7 
f21, h = hha,, + b,tPm 
A2, h = blha2, + b2haBy h=1,2 ,..., m. 
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Also, from (24), we find that cl1 - cgl = 0 yields 
37 
(37) 
and that the condition cl2 - c, # 0 is equivalent to 
Equations (37) and (38) are the conditions for an exception if d 1 f 0. The 
corresponding condition if d, = 0 is seen to be 
4k11- k!l) + %lk2 - k?d =+ 0. (39) 
Then (27) and (28) yield 
A wll,h + LflZ2h 
0 k,,f,,,h + k22fZ. h 1 ’ 
h=1,2 ,..., m, 
as m’ X m matrices subject to (37) and (38) if d, # 0 and to (39) if d I = 0. 
They are the most general A,, A,, A, for which A,a = x,A,cu + x,A,a for 
every aE V, but A, is not a linear sum of A, and A,. 
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